
A  C l i p s a l  C o n c e p t

Few elements in our homes touch us in

quite the same way as lighting. Not only

can its thoughtful, creative use enhance

and accent the physical aspects of one's

interior design, it can also add less

tangible, emotive qualities such as

ambience, warmth and mood. Simply

reflect on the journey of the sun each day-

from dawn, through midday, and finally

to sunset. It becomes apparent how

lighting is indeed an essential and

welcome part of our daily lives.



Lighting is part of life
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Life pure and simple
The philosophy behind the ULTI system is

simple: to let you create the lighting moods

you desire in every room of your home, and to

help you achieve them easily and flexibly.  With

ULTI, you control the atmosphere, maximising

the impact of your design scheme with the

minimum of fuss.  Completely retrofittable,

easy to programme and use, safe and reliable

in operation.  What could be simpler?

When the family gets together,
the perfect atmosphere can be chosen
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Different effects can be
instantly achieved with one touch

Dramatic effects for special features
and areas in your home can be created

Enjoy a great movie
in total comfort

Effects are limited
only by your imagination

One-touch scene control
With just one touch, you can choose a

pre-set lighting scene, giving the exact

atmosphere you desire. By controlling

the combinations of light groups within

your home you can create scenarios

that perfectly complement and enhance

your interior design and functional

needs.  As your mood or requirements

change, why not the lighting?

Installed in hours
Programmed in minutes
The ULTI system is quick and easy to install.

Designed to be completely retrofittable and

operating with wireless transmission, no costly

and troublesome rewiring is required.  You just use

it to replace your existing switches or install it

during construction.  And programming couldn't be

easier: just set the remote and switches to

Programme Mode, adjust the lighting scene, set it

and you're done.  The one remote unit can control

almost infinite switches, along with the lighting

scenarios individually created by you.

The Ultimate Switch



Simple to use
At the heart of the ULTI system lies the principle

of operation simplicity.  The elegant remote

control unit does everything at the push of a

button.  This unit is ergonomically designed to

fit snugly into your hand; its use of wireless

transmission means you can operate it from

any angle.  Along with other convenient

features of our system such as sensible back-

lit buttons, master dimming, all-off function and

our signature light rings on the switches, ULTI

is designed with your needs in mind.
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Flexible and expandable
As your needs or tastes change, so can the

ULTI system.  You can change lighting

scenes, add more lights, switches and

dimmers as your requirements expand.

Moreover, the flexibility of ULTI means it can

also accommodate many types of electrical

device.  And ULTI is just as comfortable in

the office for those vital and demanding

commercial applications.
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Your choice
To complement your decor, you can

choose the colour and shade you desire

from our current offerings, including

crystal glass, champagne-gold,

brushed-silver and pearl-white finishes.

In the near future we will also be

offering a wide range of materials and

finishes such as metal, wood and

leather - even wallpaper.  For more

unique and creative designs, ULTI also

provides a "made-to-order" service to

even further expand your design

options.
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Made-to-order
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And many more...

Simple on the surface
Advanced technology within
ULTI uses a 315 MHz radio frequency,

enabling it to cover a very large area.  To

make ULTI completely retrofittable, we

developed a patent-pending proprietary

protocol  that enables rel iable data

transmission and requires low power

consumption.  The retrofittable technology of

the ULTI system is a complete design

breakthrough.  Each handheld remote has a

unique identification code that helps to avoid

interference.  And for your peace of mind,

auto-load failure detection and an override

switch provide extra safety to all users.

Standard Offerings
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Everything you need
To support and enhance your chosen lighting

system, ULTI makes a full range of products

and accessories.  Their application is limited

only by imagination.

Product Range

Switches

1-gang 10A High Power on-off Switch

2-gang 2x5A High Power on-off Switch

1-gang 800W Low Power on-off Switch

2-gang 2x400W Low Power on-off Switch

4-gang 4x200W Low Power on-off Switch

3-gang 3x250W Low Power on-off Switch

1-gang 20A Double Pole Switch

5A Curtain Control Switch

Dimmers

1-gang 400W Dimmer

2-gang 2x200W Dimmer

1-gang 800W Dimmer in Twin-gang box

2-gang 2x400W Dimmer in Twin-gang box

3-gang 3x200W Dimmer in Twin-gang box

1-gang 600W non-EMC Dimmer

2-gang 2x300W non-EMC Dimmer

1-gang 1200W non-EMC Dimmer in Twin-gang box

2-gang 2x600W non-EMC Dimmer in Twin-gang box

3-gang 3x400W non-EMC Dimmer in Twin-gang box

1-gang 10A High Power
on-off Switch

2-gang 2x5A High
power on-off Switch

4-gang 4x200W
Low Power on-off Switch

1-gang 400W Dimmer 2-gang 2x200W Dimmer
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Wall Extension Units

400W In-line Floor Dimmer

13A Plug-in Switched Socket

Remote Control Units

5-Scene and 5-Device Handheld Remote Control

2-key Detachable Wall Mounted Remote Control

6-key Detachable Wall Mounted Remote Control

Clip-on Remote Control

Desktop Clock-Radio Remote Control

PIR Sensor Remote Control

RF Repeaters

RF Repeater

Accessories

Spacer

Grid Plate Cover

1-gang Mechanical Switch

2-gang Mechanical Switch

3-gang Mechanical Switch

Fluorescent Interface for Dimmable Electronic Ballast

400W In-line Floor Dimmer

5-Scene
and 5-Device
Handheld
Remote Control

2-key Detachable
Wall Mounted
Remote Control

6-key Detachable
Wall Mounted
Remote Control

Clip-on
Remote Control

Product Range
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